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1 Interactive Tagger

Write a Program tag ner.py that interactively tags named entities in sentences
using the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER).
The Stanford NER runs using Java 8. So, as a first step you have to make sure
that Java 8 is installed, and the correct paths are set for Java.

• If you are working on a CIP pool machine, you can point to the existing
JAVA installation like this:

– Temporary usage (needs to be executed manuall every time you open
a new shell/console):
export JAVA_HOME="/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/bin"

export PATH=$JAVA_HOME:$PATH

– Permanent usage: Add the same two commands from above to your
shell configuration file (.bashrc, .zshrc, etc)

• If you are working at yout own computer / other operating system: Make
sure Java 8 is the default Java version.

Next you need to download the Stanford Named Entity recognizer, and set the
corresponding paths to it. For example you can follow these steps:

• Go to your home directory (cd)

• mkdir EXTERNAL

• cd EXTERNAL

• wget http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-ner-2015-12-09.zip

• unzip stanford-ner-2015-12-09.zip

• export STANFORDTOOLSDIR=$HOME/EXTERNAL



• export CLASSPATH=$STANFORDTOOLSDIR/stanford-ner-2015-12-09/stanford-ner.jar

• export STANFORD_MODELS=$STANFORDTOOLSDIR/stanford-ner-2015-12-09/classifiers

If you want to have the tagger paths permanently configured add the export

commands to your shell config. You can assume the tagger paths are already
correctly set when you submit your solution. The tagger can then be simply
obtained using:
from nltk.tag import StanfordNERTagger

st = StanfordNERTagger(’english.all.3class.distsim.crf.ser.gz’)

An example interaction of your program should look like this:

Enter sentence, or just hit ENTER to quit.

Barack Obama visited Trump in the White House.

Barack/PERSON Obama/PERSON visited/O Trump/PERSON in/O the/O White/LOCATION

House/LOCATION ./O

Enter sentence, or just hit ENTER to quit.

...

Hints:

• Check the documentation on nltk.org on how to use the NER.

• Use nltk.word tokenize(...) for tokenization.

2 Ranking by Cosine Similarity

In this exercise, you will implement a program rank cosine.py, that takes one
file as an argument and finds the most similar lines in that file with respect
to a query (in interactive mode). For this, it computes the cosine similarity of
the term count vectors in each (tokenized) line and the (tokenized) query. The
program should print out the 3 most similar lines, together with the similarity.
For example, a session for calling the script with the example file from the course
homepage rank cosine.py donald100.txt would look like this:

Enter query, or just hit ENTER to quit.

Donald Trump

1.0000 Donald Trump

0.7071 Donald Donald Donald Donald

0.6325 2016 Donald Trump presidential campaign

Enter query, or just hit ENTER to quit.

...

Hints:



• Remember the definition of the cosine similarity of two vectors:

cos(~x, ~y) =

∑
i ~xi · ~yi
|~x| · |~y|

and: |~x| =
√∑

i ~x
2
i

• The term count vectors are best stored in dictionaries that map each term
to the occurrence frequency (if it is bigger than zero).

3 TF.IDF (optional)

Write another script rank tfidf.py that re-weights vectors by the tf.idf scheme
(as explained in the course project description) before calculating the cosine
similarity. Consider each line in the file (e.g. donald100.txt) as a document
when calculating the inverse document frequency.
For the example above, you should get the following new scores:

Enter query, or just hit ENTER to quit.

Donald Trump

1.0000 Donald Trump

0.4044 2016 Donald Trump presidential campaign

0.4044 Assassination threats against Donald Trump

Enter query, or just hit ENTER to quit.

...
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